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Griffith's Guide for Dragon Masters
Ted Hughes wrote a series of stories for children from the early 1960s through until
1995 about how the world, and the creatures in it, came into being. They are
collected together here in one volume for the first time. These are richly told tales
of sparkling intensity about animals finding their form, and God's struggle to
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understand what he has created. Meet the Polar Bear whose obsession with her
snowy white fur is so great that she can only live in a landscape surrounded by her
own reflection; the Whale, growing in God's garden beside the carrots; King Leo,
who began life because God was hungry for his sausages; poor Parrot's painful
defeat in the marriage-song contest at the wedding of Man and Woman; and
Sparrow's heroic battle against the bird-swallowing Black Hole. There are stories
here to suit chidren from four to fourteen, whether for reading aloud or alone.

Harry the Poisonous Centipede: A Story To Make You Squirm
"Mr Stink stank. He also stunk. And if it was correct English to say he stinked, then
he stinked as well"It all starts when Chloe makes friends with Mr Stink, the local
tramp. Yes, he smells a bit. But when it looks like he might be driven out of town,
Chloe decides to hide him in the garden shed.Now Chloe's got to make sure no one
finds out her secret. And speaking of secrets, there just might be more to Mr Stink
than meets the eye or the nose.Ages 9+

Grandpa's Great Escape
A delightfully squirmy story starring Harry the Poisonous Centipede in a scary
world of flying swoopers, furry biters and the dreaded Hoo-Mins! With wonderful
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humour and brilliant illustrations, this is the perfect book for wriggly young
readers.

Demon Dentist
A hilarious and moving story of old age, adventure, stolen jewels and swimming
the Thames, from David Walliams, number one bestseller and fastest growing
children’s author in the country.

David Walliams Collection
The Turn of the Tide
Grandude brightens a dreary weekend for his visiting grandchildren, Lucy, Tom,
Em, and Bob, by using his magic compass and postcards to take them on
adventures around the world.

Hey Grandude!
A spectacularly funny feast of all things Walliams for super-fans, new fans and
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anyone who likes laughing out loud a lot. In glorious colour throughout! Welcome
to the World of David Walliams. This spectacularly funny book is bursting with
Walliams wonderment! Insider sneak peeks, brilliant character quizzes, fabulous
fun facts, design your own Walliams book cover and meet Raj in a brand new
comic book adventure never seen before. You even get exclusive access to behindthe-scenes content from David Walliams himself. Hours of entertainment for all the
family and the perfect companion to David's novels. Featuring colour illustrations
from the iconic Sir Quentin Blake and the artistic genius Tony Ross.

Awful Auntie
The fifth screamingly funny novel from David Walliams, number one bestseller and
fastest growing children's author in the country.Hot on the heels of bestselling
Gangsta Granny comes another hilarious, action-packed and touching novel - the
story of a little girl called Zoe. Things are not looking good for Zoe. Her stepmother
Sheila is so lazy she gets Zoe to pick her nose for her. The school bully Tina Trotts
makes her life a misery - mainly by flobbing on her head. And now the evil Burt
from Burt's Burgers is after her pet rat! And guess what he wants to do with it? The
clue is in the title From the author that is being called 'a new Roald Dahl',
Ratburger is not to be missed!
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If All the World Were
From the world’s favourite author, David Walliams – ten cautionary tales and a
delightfully dreadful cast of characters; all in glorious FULL COLOUR!

Goblins Vs Dwarves
From the author of THE PARENT AGENCY comes a thrilling, funny and touching new
adventure.

Blob
A hilarious, touching and extraordinary fable from David Walliams, number one
bestseller and fastest growing children’s author across the globey, with EXCLUSIVE
audio and video from David Walliams

A Dancer's Dream
Rhyming couplets describe a wide range of common emotions and activities
experienced by a little girl who uses a wheelchair.
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Gangsta Granny
Stella is determined not to enjoy her time at summer camp while her mum and
new stepfather are on holiday, but finds herself having rather more of a good time
than she expected.

The Boy in the Dress
Hailed as “the heir to Roald Dahl” by The Spectator, the UK’s #1 bestselling
children’s author, David Walliams, will have fans of Jeff Kinney and Rachel Renee
Russell in stitches! David Walliams burst on to the American scene with his New
York Times bestseller Demon Dentist, and now he’s bringing his signature humor to
this raucous tale of prison breaks and heists gone wrong in Bad Dad. Frank’s dad
was a champion hot-rod racer, Gilbert the Great. But when a terrible accident sees
him go from hero to zero, Frank and Gilbert are left with nothing—and in the grips
of a wicked crime boss and his henchmen. After Gilbert is thrown in prison, only
Frank can come to his rescue. . .

The Fox and the Ghost King
Illustrates forty ways that a grandfather can be a special part of a child's life.
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The Person Controller
From Number One bestselling picture book duo, David Walliams and Tony Ross,
comes this bear-illiantly funny adventure for children of 3 and up. At the top of the
world, surrounded by snow and ice, lives a very cheeky polar bear cub who loves
to goâe¦ BOO! But this little bear cub doesnâe(tm)t always know when to stopâe¦
Presenting a mischievous new picture book packed with snow and surprises, from
two standout talents!

The World of David Walliams Book of Stuff
This 144-page, full-color special edition features maps, information about Dragon
Masters and their dragons, notes from wizards, the history of Dragon Masters, and
more! This book has everything a future Dragon Master could need to know!

Ratburger
From the phenomenal number-one bestseller David Walliams comes another
collection of more hilariously horrible children! Illustrated in glorious and gruesome
colour by artist genius, Tony Ross, these stories will appal and delight young
readers. Just when you thought it was safe to go back to your bookshelf, 10 more
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horrendously hilarious stories about the absolute worst children ever! From tenyear old Hank and his endless pranks on his poor, long-suffering family, to Tandy
and her titanic tantrums - this brand new collection is the perfect companion to
World's Worst Children books 1 and 2 and an ideal gift for the worst children in
your life! This compendium of catastrophically horrid boys and girls is brought to
you by the phenomenal number-one bestseller David Walliams, and every story is
illustrated in glorious and gruesome colour by the artistic genius Tony Ross. 2018
marks the 10th anniversary of the publication of David Walliams' first novel, The
Boy in the Dress.

Last of the Name
The Pulitzer Prize-winning epic of the Great Depression, a book that
galvanized—and sometimes outraged—millions of readers. First published in 1939,
Steinbeck’s Pulitzer Prize-winning epic of the Great Depression chronicles the Dust
Bowl migration of the 1930s and tells the story of one Oklahoma farm family, the
Joads—driven from their homestead and forced to travel west to the promised land
of California. Out of their trials and their repeated collisions against the hard
realities of an America divided into Haves and Have-Nots evolves a drama that is
intensely human yet majestic in its scale and moral vision, elemental yet
plainspoken, tragic but ultimately stirring in its human dignity. A portrait of the
conflict between the powerful and the powerless, of one man’s fierce reaction to
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injustice, and of one woman’s stoical strength, the novel captures the horrors of
the Great Depression and probes into the very nature of equality and justice in
America. At once a naturalistic epic, captivity narrative, road novel, and
transcendental gospel, Steinbeck’s powerful landmark novel is perhaps the most
American of American Classics. This Centennial edition, specially designed to
commemorate one hundred years of Steinbeck, features french flaps and deckleedged pages. For more than sixty-five years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,500
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars
and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning
translators.

The Grapes of Wrath
This gorgeously designed retelling of The Nutcracker will make the perfect
Christmas present for ballet fans everywhere! In snow white covered St.
Petersburg, young dancer Stana’s dreams have finally come true – she has been
chosen to play the lead role in Tchaikovsky’s new ballet, The Nutcracker. But with
all eyes looking at her, can Stana overcome her nerves and dance like she’s never
danced before? From the author of the bestselling The Sinclair Mysteries, Katherine
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Woodfine, and Waterstone’s Book Prize winner, Lizzy Stewart, this sumptuous and
magical retelling of The Nutcracker will transport you on a journey fay beyond the
page. Praise for Katherine Woodfine's The Sinclair's Mysteries series: ‘A wonderful
book, with a glorious heroine and a true spirit of adventure’ Katherine Rundell,
award-winning author of Rooftoppers 'Dastardliness on a big scale is uncovered in
this well-plotted, evocative novel' The Sunday Times 'It's a dashing plot, an
atmospheric setting and an extensive and imaginative cast. Katherine Woodfine
handles it all with aplomb' The Guardian Praise for Lizzy Stewart's There's a Tiger
in the Garden (Winner of the Waterstones Children's Book Prize 2017, Illustrated
Books Category): ‘A journey of discovery’ The Guardian ‘A stunning testament to
the power of imagination’ Metro

Billionaire Boy
A delightful tale of victory against all odds from master storyteller, Michael
Morpurgo, lavishly illustrated by Michael Foreman.

The World of David Walliams
Chloe steys in a hoose. Mr Mingin bides on a bench ootside in the cauld. Chloe's
lanely because she's got nae freends. Mr Mingin's got nae freends because he's
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mingin - totally honkin! When Chloe invites Mr Mingin tae come and live in the
gairden shed, her life is turnt upside doon. Will Chloe's mither go aff her heid? Is
her faither really a rock star? Will Chloe's sister still be a bampot? Will Mr Mingin
become Prime Meenister? Read David Walliams' funny and heart-warming story
about Chloe Ploom and her reekin new best friend, the mysterious Mr Mingin - now
in Scots for the very first time.

The Simple Art of Flying
A hilarious and biting memoir from the actor, comedian and Saturday Night Live
alumni David Spade. David Spade is best known for his harsh “Hollywood” Minute
Sketches on SNL, his starring roles in movies like Joe Dirt and Tommy Boy, and his
seven-year stint as Dennis Finch on the series Just Shoot Me. Now, with a wit as dry
as the weather in his home state of Arizona, the “comic brat extraordinaire” tells
his story in Almost Interesting. First Taking fans back to his childhood as a
wannabe cool younger brother and recounting his excruciating road-tour to
fame—when he was regularly mistaken for a ten year-old, Spade then dishes about
his time crisscrossing the country as a comedian, for low-paying gigs and dragging
along his mother’s old suitcase full of props. He also covers his years on SNL during
the beloved Rock/Sandler/Farley era of the 1990s, including his close working
relationship and friendship with Chris Farley and brags about the ridiculous perks
that fame has brought into his life, including the constant fear of being fired, a
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crazy ex-assistant who attacked him while he was sleeping, a run-in with Eddie
Murphy on the mean streets of Beverly Hills, and of course an endless supply of
hot chicks. Sometimes dirty, always funny, and as sharp as a tack, Almost
Interesting reminds you why David Spade is one of our generation’s favorite funny
guys.

Grandpa’s Great Escape
Hailed as “the heir to Roald Dahl” by The Spectator, the UK’s #1 bestselling
children’s author, David Walliams, will have fans of Jeff Kinney and Rachel Renee
Russell in stitches! David Walliams burst on to the American scene with his New
York Times bestseller Demon Dentist, and now he’s bringing his signature humor to
the sick ward in The Midnight Gang. Tom lands in the hospital with a nasty bump
on the head after a gym class accident. And things only get worse when he meets
the hospital staff, including the wicked matron of the children’s ward.. But luckily,
Tom’s time in the hospital will be anything but boring when he discovers that his
fellow patients turn the awful ward into the most wondrous world after lights out
Join the Midnight Gang as they make their wildest dreams come true!

The Midnight Gang
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The reawakening of ancient sorcery is bringing new creatures to the world of
Clovenstone. A network of tunnels is sneaking into the heart of goblin territory.
Skarper and his friends try to halt this underground invasion, but the dwarves ruthless, cunning and covered in mole-droppings - are a dangerous enemy. The
hapless heroes of GOBLINS must defend their magical castle in a fabulously actionpacked sequel from one of the master storytellers of children's fantasy fiction.

Bad Dad
Twelve year old Jack's grandpa lives in a rest home and often mistakes Jack for his
World War II squadron commander, but when grandpa wants to escape his boring
situation, Jack has to decide how he will help him.

The Dreamfighter and Other Creation Tales
FOUR hilarious and moving novels from Sport Relief swim champion and
bestselling, critically acclaimed author, David Walliams. THE BOY IN THE DRESS:
Dennis was different. Why was he different, you ask? Well, a small clue might be in
the title of this book… MR STINK: Mr Stink stank. He also stunk. And if it was
correct English to say he stinked, then he stinked as well… BILLIONAIRE BOY: Joe
has a lot of reasons to be happy. About a billion of them, in fact. He has absolutely
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everything he could possibly want. But there’s just one thing he really needs: a
friend… GANGSTA GRANNY: Ben’s grandma is the boringest grandma ever: all she
wants to do is to play Scrabble and eat cabbage soup. But there are two things Ben
doesn’t know about her. She was once an international jewel thief. All her life, she
has been plotting to steal the crown jewels, and now she needs Ben’s help…

Grandpa's Great Escape
The perfect gift for everyone aged 9 to 99. Includes paperback editions of David
Walliams' first three books for children: The Boy in the Dress, Mr Stink and
Billionaire Boy. The Boy in the DressDennis was different. Why was he different,
you ask? Well, a small clue might be in the title of this book Mr Stink"Mr Stink
stank. He also stunk. And if it was correct English to say he stinked, then he
stinked as well"It all starts when Chloe makes friends with Mr Stink, the local
tramp. Yes, he smells a bit. But when it looks like he might be driven out of town,
Chloe decides to hide him in the garden shed. Now Chloe's got to make sure no
one finds out her secret. And speaking of secrets, there just might be more to Mr
Stink than meets the eye or the nose. Billionaire BoyJoe has a lot of reasons to be
happy. About a billion of them, in fact. You see, Joe's rich. Really, really rich. Joe's
got his own bowling alley, his own cinema, even his own butler who is also an
orangutan. He's the wealthiest twelve-year-old in the land. Yes, Joe has absolutely
everything he could possibly want. But there's just one thing he really needs: a
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friend

The World's Worst Children 3
This is the story of how a boy called Bob meets a blobfish fish called Blob

Hugo and the Wicked Winter
“Delightfully quirky.” —Kirkus Reviews Perfect for fans of The One and Only Ivan,
this irresistible debut novel combines plucky humor and a whole lot of heart in a
story about the true meaning of family. Sometimes flying means keeping your feet
on the ground… Born in a dismal room in a pet store, Alastair the African grey
parrot dreams of escape to bluer skies. He’d like nothing more than to fly away to
a palm tree with his beloved sister, Aggie. But when Aggie is purchased by twelveyear-old Fritz, and Alastair is adopted by elderly dance-enthusiast and pie-baker
Albertina Plopky, the future looks ready to crash-land. In between anxiously
plucking his feathers, eating a few books, and finding his own poetic voice, Alastair
plots his way to a family reunion. But soon he’s forced to choose between the life
he’s always dreamed of and admitting the truth: that sometimes, the bravest
adventure is in letting go.
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Susan Laughs
Twelve-year-old Danny O'Carolan and his sister, Kathleen, arrive in New York City
in 1863. Kathleen refuses to be parted from her only remaining relative, so she
finds a job in domestic service for herself and her youngersister. Danny reluctantly
pretends to be a girl to avoid being sent to the children's workhouse or recruited as
a drummer boy for the Union army. When he occasionally sneaks off to spend a
few hours as a boy and share his rich talent for Irish dancing, he discovers the vast
variety of New York's neighborhoods. But the Civil War draft is stoking tensions
between the Irish and free black populations. With dangers escalating, how can
Danny find a safe place to call home?

Mr Mingin
This New York Times bestseller from David Walliams, the UK’s #1 bestselling
children’s author and “the heir to Roald Dahl” (The Spectator), launched his books
stateside in a big way! Walliams makes going to the dentist a wacky adventure
with his signature humor—this is one dentist appointment you don’t want to miss.
Something strange is happening in Alfie's town. Instead of shiny coins from the
Tooth Fairy, kids are waking up to dead slugs, live spiders, and other dreadfully
icky things under their pillows. Who would do something so horrific? Alfie is sure
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that Miss Root, the creepy new dentist in town, is behind it all. There's nothing Alfie
hates more than going to the dentist, but to solve this mystery, he may have to
book a dreaded appointment….

40 Uses for a Grandpa
When Elsie, an orphan on the streets of Victorian London, hears about the
mysterious ice monster—a woolly mammoth found at the North Pole—she’s
determined to discover more. Luckily, a chance encounter brings Elsie face to face
with the creature, sparking the adventure of a lifetime—from London to the heart
of the Arctic.

How to Survive Summer Camp
Records the efforts of six hundred British and American officers to escape from a
Nazi prison camp.

The Ice Monster
A moving, poetic picture book about a young girl's love for her granddad and how
she copes when his grandad dies, written by poet and playwright Joe Coelho. This
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powerful and ultimately uplifting text is the ideal way to introduce children to the
concept of death and dying, particularly those who have lost a grandparent.
Beautifully illustrated by new talent Allison Colpoys.

The Bear Who Went Boo!
After a devastating tsunami in Japan, cousins Jet and Kai spend the summer
together in Astoria, Oregon, training for the Young's Bay Treasure Island Race and
become close friends in the process.

The World’s Worst Children
David Walliams, hailed as “the heir to Roald Dahl” by The Spectator, burst onto the
American scene with the New York Times bestseller Demon Dentist. Now the UK’s
#1 bestselling children’s author is back with this high-flying adventure about a boy
and his grandfather, perfect for fans of Jeff Kinney and Rachel Renee Russell.
Grandpa is Jack’s favorite person in the world. It doesn’t matter that he wears his
slippers to the supermarket, serves Spam a la Custard for dinner, and often doesn’t
remember Jack’s name. But then Grandpa starts to believe he’s back in World War
II, when he was a Spitfire fighter pilot, and he’s sent to live in an old folk’s home
run by the sinister Matron Swine. Now it’s up to Jack to help Grandpa plot a daring
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escape!

The Great Escape
The hotly-anticipated next novel from NUMBER ONE bestselling author, David
Walliams

Almost Interesting
From number one bestselling author David Walliams comes another heartfelt but
hilarious hoot of an adventure Stella Saxby is the sole heir to Saxby Hall. But awful
Aunt Alberta and her giant owl will stop at nothing to get it from her. Luckily Stella
has a secret - and slightly spooky - weapon up her sleeve

Mr Stink
The sparkling debut children’s novel from David Walliams, number one bestseller
and fastest growing children’s author in the country.
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